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Abstract

This example is made using the files downloaded from Prof. Carl Mueller’s web-page \url{http://www.math.rochester.edu/people/faculty/cmlr/Thesis/index.html} with some examples on equations, figures, tables, and references. NO changes have been made to the urcs*.* files.

There is no guarantee that this example or a thesis written using this example can meet the format requirements of University of Rochester.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Insert Equations

As we have known, $1 + 1 = 2$. And, Eq.1.1 is true.

$$5^2 = 4^2 + 3^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

But we can also obtain Eq.1.2

$$\theta_1^2 = \frac{\eta}{3},$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.2)
$$\frac{\partial \beta}{\partial x} \equiv 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.3)
$$\dot{a} \approx 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

More words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words.

Figures will be discussed in Sec.2.1 More words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Example table

more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words.

1.1.1 Something on table

Something else is important. See TABLE.1.1. More words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words more words.
2 About inputting figures

In this chapter figures are included.

2.1 Nice figures

... some text...Please see FIG. 2.1

Test Eps
3X3 in

Figure 2.1: A test eps [Fun, 2012]
3 Conclusions

In summary, ......
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